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1 - LEV world market and potentials
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The LEV Market has grown from annually about 200 000 units in 1996 to about 10 million in 2004.
The major share in this growth has happened in China where the sales of Electric bicycles in 2004
have reached about 4 to 7,5 million units (numbers vary widely depending on the source).
In Frank Jamerson‘s current report (Electric-Bikes-Worldwide) the forecast of sales for 2006 is
12,42 million electric bikes and 2,52 million electric scooters.
Despite these numbers I state that the LEV is still only in the kindergarden and the majour growth is
still ahead of us.
Battery and communication standardization between the electric components as well innovative
product design is a key to the further growth potential for LEV markets especially in Europe, Japan
and the USA.

Title

I am sure that this seminar will help to accelerate the development with information and
communication inside the LEV-industry
In this lecture I focus on light weight pedelecs which are close to the bicycle from weight and
design. This does not mean that other sorts of LEV’s are not as important, but I believe that the
Pedelec is the most important LEV from global ecological, health, political and economical
perspective.

The main LEV Product Groups and Markets by category: 3
Muscle Electric Vehicles

Pure Electric Transportation Vehicles

Pure Electric Sports Vehicles

Pure Electric Utility Vehicles

Pedelec sales in Europe and market potentials
products lose value even with rising sales prize! If this development continues
the market will disappear due to short term business orientation of numerouse
importers. Gaetan Beyle will explain this danger in his lecture detailed.
I think that the market need high value mid price products in the range
between 800 and 1200 Euro to grow rapidly. Products in the range between
1500 and 2200 Euro will still keep their role and may grow as well due to a
totally growing market based on a hopefully better acceptance for vehicles in
the lower prize segement.
Based on the German market where we have had in the average between 1999
and 2002 4,84 million bicycle sales, the percentage of pedelecs was about
0,5 to 0,7 of the total market. In the average 24,5% of the sales in Germany
have been categorized as City bikes, accounting to the fact that many people
use other bicycles for commuting as well I expect that about 35% of the
bicycles are purchased for commuting or touring purposes which are the main
short term potential markets for pedelecs. The segment of the theoretical
pedelecs potential is 1,69 million annual sales in Germany. Of course this is
very theoretical. The average sales price was in 2001 353 Euro and in bicycle
stores 480 Euro. Based on this numbers I estimate that the there are about
400 000 City and touring bicycles sold in Germany for about 800 Euro. If for
this price or about 2-300 Euro more it would be possible to offer a good quality
pedelec, I expect that the pedelec sales would go up rapidly.
Currently I do not see any manufacturer who is able to deliver into this market
place with this costs and the needed marketing power as well as the level of
quality and after sales service.
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Sales Numbers
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I have listed in the following group descriptions, sales numbers of the EU market. These
numbers are based on market research data of ExtraEnergy e.V. and Susanne Brüsch.
There are always two numbers, the estimated sales of 2003 and the estimated sales potential
for the EU. The sales potential is a number which could be reached in three years if everything
works right: Technology, Design, Marketing and Cooperation of the manufacturers and in some
cases politics.
But unfortunately experience shows that this is something what usually does not happen! That is
why I do not expect these numbers in two years time but maybe in 6-8 years to be on the safer
side.

Muscle Electric Vehicles
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The common Muscle Electric Vehicle is a Pedelec. This stands for Pedal-Electric-Cycle. While pedaling, the rider
gets additional power from the electric drive system. The name was defined in 1999 by Susanne Brüsch of
ExtraEnergy.
• The pedelec function was invented in 1982 by Egon Gelhard, first production by Yamaha and ITG in 1993/94.
• This category is the most complex one which needs a strong, small, intelligent and lightweight drive unit
• A big new potential is just opened by the Swiss company SwizzBee which has got a EU type approval for a
Pedelec without helmet requirements and no speed limitation.
• Fleet owners like delivery pedelecs because they are legally bicycles and cheap to insure. They keep their
workers fit and healthy but preventing extreme exercise.

Muscle Electric Vehicles

Many people think that the existence of a pedelec is based on governmental regulations and battery capacity
limitations. I think that an intuitive pedelec system which makes you feel strong without being aware of the
motor assistance is superior to every E-bike from ergonomic and integration point of view. Just a few companies
have commercialized a well working pedelec system so far. A good example is the 2002 Panasonic drive unit.

Folding Pedelecs
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Example:
Honda Step Compo
Price
1149 GBP 1700 Euro
Motor Power
250 W
Top Speed
24 km/h
Range
20-30 km
Link: www.electricbikesdirect.co.uk
There are several models of electric folding bikes in
the EU market. The quantities have been small so
far. I see a huge potential if the bike will be merged
with a door of a minivan as an integrated range
extender which will allow the car driver to finally
reach his destination on two wheels as he is not
allowed to go anymore by car!

Faltrad

EU market info:
Legal as a bicycle.
Estimated sales 2003 Season: about 3000 units
usually through bicycle shops and mail order.
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several 100
thousands to a million units (in cooperation with a
car company where this vehicle is a part of the car)

Pedelecs 25 km/h
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.lafree.com

Giant Lafree Twist
1425 Euro
250 W
24 km/h
45 km

Most popular category in Japan and Europe. For
people who want to be active but not exhausted.
Market dominated by Japanese made quality pedelec
systems (Panasonic, Yamaha and Sanyo). EU market
leaders are Giant and Sparta.

Pedelec 25 km/h
EU market info:
Legal as a bicycle up to 25 km/h

Estimated sales 2003 season: 60 000 units
usually through bicycle shops, sport goods chains
and mail order.
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several
million units

Pedelecs faster than 25 km/h
Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.swizzbee.ch
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SwizzBee 50C
2980 Euro
270 W
16 km/h and 30-40 km/h
about 20-30 km

A promising new market opened for commuters and
sportive riders who do not accept the 25 km/h limit.
The insurance plate is a license to ride with quality
gear into the city and lock it anywhere without the
danger of theft due to the registration!

Pedelecs faster than 25
km/h

EU market info:
Only legal with EU type approval no helmet required
but quality bicycle helmet is recommended!
Insurance plate.
Estimated sales 2003 season: about 100 units in
Switzerland only
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 10 000 units

EATV 2 Wheeler
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Example:
LectricCycles EATV
Price
Prototype
Motor Power
750 W
Top Speed
about 20 km/h
Range
about 20 km
Link: www.lectriccycles.com
A new approach is to make an Electric All Terrain
Vehicle with a two wheel drive which is legally a
bicycle (in the EU only with a max power reduction)
but has good climbing and off road capabilities.
This concept scratches the edge of what is possible
today with battery- / motor technology and
performance.

EATV

EU market info:
Only legal with EU type approval and insurance plate
Estimated sales 2003 season: O
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: a few hundred
to a few thousand units based on price and
performance balance.

Quadricycles
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.zem.ch

ZEM 4C ELECTRIC
15000 Euro Electric 4 cycle
3450 Euro standard 2 cycle
3500 W
30 km/h
20 km

A still very young species with specialty markets in
resort areas, car free areas, national parks, as a car
replacement in short commutes for family transport
(kindergarden, school and shopping). Needs electric
assistance to make it a practical vehicle in hilly
areas.

Quadracycles

EU market info:
Usually legal as a bicycle
Estimated sales 2003 season: 200 units only 7
units are electrically converted
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 4000 units

Electric Trailer
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Example:
Sun+Cycle powered Trailer
Price
7000 Euro (pre production)
Motor Power
500 W
Top Speed
20-30 km/h
Range
about 30-40 km
Link: www.sun-cycle.com
A self powered trailer is a old dream of mine making
cargo and kids transportation in hilly areas as easy
as going with a standard bike anywhere. Sun+Cycle
is the first company which has brought the electrified
trailer into a small production. Today it is mostly
used for professional services like mail delivery in
Munich by Deutsche Post AG.

Electric Trailer

EU market info:
Only legal insurance plate and motorized two wheeler
registration. No helmet required.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 20 units, usually
direct sales
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: a few
thousand units

Tricycles
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.velotaxi.de

Velotaxi
about 12 000 Euro
250 W
11 km/h max assist Speed
20-30 km

A very successful vehicle which is used by several
VeloTaxi companies in several European cities, and it
is expanding rapidly. Powerful marketing based
business concept connected with a good product
design. Several other players are in the market as
well.

Tricycles

EU market info:
Legal as a bicycle, no helmet, no insurance plate
needed
Estimated sales 2003 season: about 30 units,
usually direct sales to fleet customers
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
about 3000 units

Cargo Pedelecs
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Example:
Helkama Bike for Finnish Posti
Price
about 1500 Euro
Motor Power
250 W
Top Speed
25 km/h
Range
10-15 km
Link: www.helkamavelox.fi for consumer bikes and
www.helkamapro.com for cargo bikes only
Cargo bikes with electric assistance are a well received
ease of the daily workload for every bike delivery
worker. Several postal companies use already electric
bikes in daily service. German, Netherlands, Finnish and
Japanese post. Total of about 7000 pedelecs. The
potential is high but the application is demanding, no
drive unit survives this application today without many
repairs!

Cargo Pedelecs

EU market info:
Legal as a bicycle in the EU.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 1500 units, direct sales
from the manufacturer to the postal company
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 37 800 units

Servo Wheelchairs
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Example:
Alber E-motion
Price
4500 Euro (drive unit only)
Motor Power
2x 150 W
Top Speed
6 km/h
Range
+/- 12km
Link: www.ulrich-alber.de
Power assisted wheelchair systems are
manufactured by Alber and Yamaha. The wheelchair
market is huge and still growing, based on the
wealthy aging population in the 1st world countries.

Servo Wheelchairs

EU market info:
Legal without any type approval. The market
restriction is usually to get listed by the health
insurances so that they cover the cost.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 3500 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 40 000 units

Pure Electric Transportation Vehicles
This category is the oldest one. Electric wheelchairs are in production since almost 100
years. Technology used today is often quite similar to the technology used in the
beginning.
Pure electric vehicles need a stronger electric start torque as muscle electric vehicles
where the hybrid drive train provides a strong starting torque much easier!
The diversification is tremendous and the chosen examples show just a small range of
electric transportation.
Generally the LEV’s are strong in short distance, zero exhaust and low noise emission
requiring applications like indoor usage and downtown commutes.
Pure electric transportation vehicles have always hassle with the range and performance
wishes and the battery size. For slow vehicles it works well with lead battery technology
like in wheelchairs and power chairs. In two wheel scooters and carbine scooters made
for commutes, the range is usually a big issue and reduces the sales potential
dramatically. Affordable light weight battery technology will hopefully change this and
open new markets. As we know from cars, pure electric vehicle products grow always
with their model upgrade!

Pure Electric
Transportation Vehicles
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Non Street Legal Mini Scooter
Example: 1500 X Transporter by Go Motorboards
Price
299,99 USD not jet in the EU
Motor Power
750 W
Top Speed
15 mph
Range
15 miles
Link: www.gomotorboard.com
Stand-up scooters are a widely known, the market is
divided in extremely cheap low quality products and
medium quality models.

Non Street legal Mini
scooters

EU market info:
Not legal, can be sold as a toy and for private ground
use only
Estimated sales 2003 season: 60 000 units usually
through mass markets and in the low end price range.
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 300 000 units
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Human Transporter
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Example:
Segway HT I Series
Price
2999 GBP / 4404 Euro
Motor Power
Top Speed
about 20 km/h
Range
15-30 km
Link: www.planetmoto.co.uk
In the US: www.segway.com
The Segway is not yet officially released in Europe
but there is already a grey market like the British
importer Platentmoto. The legal situation is still
uncertain as well but Segway is optimistic that they
can finally make it legal in most European countries
as a non vehicle, basically a walking help like a
walking stick. A good potential in many special areas
and an important tool for busybodys.

Human Transporter

EU market info:
Not yet legal in the EU
Estimated sales 2003 season: 500 units, grey and
self imports
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 8000 units

Power Chairs
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Example:
Shoprider TE 888 N
Price
1855 GBP /2770 Euro
Motor Power
2000 W
Top Speed
12 km/h
Range
40 km
Link: http://home.btclick.com/am_mobility/
www.shoprider.com
Powered chairs taking an important role in the aging
society by delivering the basic mobility to thousands
of seniors. The variety on the market is growing as
well as the price range. Several makers have
established a good business within this focus group.

Power Chairs

EU market info:
Depending on max speed in legal status. Usually no
specific requirements because low speed vehicle
Estimated sales 2003 season: no figures known to
the author
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several
million units

Wheelchairs
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.meyra.de

Meyra Optimus
4-6000 Euro
1200 W
6-15 km/h
40-60 km

Full sized and road legal wheelchair. This kind of a vehicle is
amazingly compact and easy to handle. But it can still be
approved as a street vehicle. Meyra has been a leading
manufacturer for many years but there are many competitors
on the market as well. The vehicles are usually purchased by
health insurances and borrowed to the user. This system is
not supportive to innovations because the insurance
companies want the wheelchairs to be used as long as
possible.

Wheelchairs

EU market info:
Depending on max speed in legal status. Usually no specific
requirements because low speed vehicle
Estimated sales 2003 season: no exact market data
available to the author but big numbers
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several million units

E-Bikes 20 km/h
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.estelle.de

Heinzmann Estelle E-Bike
1689 Euro
400 W
20 km/h
20 km

The E-Bike is a constant but small market mainly in
Germany and the UK. It has only about 4 players and
has, for my opinion, no big growth potential because
if you can go full electric, people do it. Thus, the
consequent way is to drop the pedals and place the
battery where it has a better low center of gravity
place and gets bigger to boost the range.

E-Bike 20 km/h

EU market info:
EU type approval, max 20 km/h to have no helmet
requirement, need of a insurance plate
Estimated sales 2003 season: 4000 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: limited
market, maybe 10 000 units

Scooterbikes
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Example:
Ego 2 EU version
Price
1690 Euro
Motor Power
750 W
Top Speed
20 / 25 / 37 km/h
Range
30-40 km
Link: www.egovehicles.com
German Importer: www.solar-mobil.de
A genius construction which is combining the
efficiency of a bicycle with the long range, speed and
the power of an electric scooter. I believe that
several vehicles of this kind will enter the market in
the near future.

Scooterbikes

EU market info:
It is available in 3 legal categories 20 km/h with no
helmet requirement and with 25 and 37 km/h max
speed with helmet requirement.
Estimated sales 2003 season: was not yet available
in the EU, only a few self imported versions
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 150 000
units

Compact Street Legal Sit-Down Scooters
Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.muz.de

MZ Charly Sit Down Scooter
1099 Euro
750 W
20 km/h
20 km

The compact street legal sit-down scooter market in
Europe is still limited due to the time consuming EU
type approval which is especially for newcomers on
the market a difficult step to accomplish. But due to
this limitation most scooters in this category have a
high quality level and are performing well. High
market potential.

Compact Street Legal SitDown Scooters

EU market info:
EU type approval needed as well as insurance plate,
but with 20 km/h speed limitation no helmet
Estimated sales 2003 season: about 23 000 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several
million units
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Light / Medium Sized Sit Down Scooters
Example:
Yamaha Passol Scooter
Price
unknown
Motor Power
580 W
Top Speed
35 mph
Range
18 miles
Link: www.yamaha-motor.co.jp
This category is promising because it combines the
road feeling and safe handling of a full sized scooter
at high speeds and in extreme situations with the
easiness of taking the battery out for charging at any
place: you don’t have to worry how to get the plug to
the scooter!

Light Medium Sized Sit
Down Scooters

EU market info:
EU type approval, insurance plate and helmet if the
speed is higher than 20 km/h
Estimated sales 2003 season: 0 because this type
has not yet been sold in the EU
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: several
hundred thousand units
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Big Sit Down Scooters 2 Wheels
Example:
Peugeot Scootelec
Price
3425 Euro
Motor Power
Ca 3000 W
Top Speed
45 km
Range
45-65 km
Link: www.scootelec.de
Generally accepted concept but difficult to sell
because of direct competition with the combustion
engine counterpart, which is faster, cheaper and
without range limitations! Needs restricted
environments such as an exclusive entrance of
electric vehicles into urban areas.

Big Sit Down Scooters 2
Wheels

EU market info:
Only legal with EU type approval, motorcycle helmet
and insurance plate
Estimated sales 2003 season: 1500 units usually
through motorcycle and other stores
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 10 000 units
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Big Sit Down Scooters 4 Wheels
Example:
Arrow 45
Price
4594 Euro
Motor Power
700 W
Top Speed
45 km/H
Range
30-60 km
Link: www.e-mobile-technologies.com
A new approach to the market by mixing a Golf-Car
with a Senior E-Chair and a motor scooter. It can
serve many applications and has a sporty image. A
very promising category!

Big Sit down Scooters 4
Wheels

EU market info:
Only legal with EU type approval, no helmet, only
insurance plate
Estimated sales 2003 season: 0 units (production
has started in 2004)
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 50 000 units
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Covered Scooters
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.cityel.com

City EL
6498 Euro
3000 W
45 km/h
40-60 km

The City EL is a unique vehicle on the market since
the mid 80’s, and more than 6000 units have been
sold since this time. It is basically a scooter with an
all weather protection safety belt and a lot of luggage
space, even two child seats fit in the back. The
range and performance has been improved over the
years.

Covered Scooter

EU market info:
Can be registered either as a motorcycle up to 45
km/h with a insurance plate only or as a car with a
full registration.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 500 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 30 000 units

Ultra Light Electric Car
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.twike.ch

Twike
18160 Euro
3-5000 W
85 km/h
45-65 km

The Twike was originally a pure human powered
vehicle. Today the Twike is an ultra light electric car
with included fitness center which is fully road legal
as a car and could even be operated on a German
“Autobahn” with its top speed of 85 km/h.

Twike

EU market info:
Eu car type approval
Estimated sales 2003 season: about 200 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 30 000 units

Pure Electric Sports Vehicle
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Pure Electric Sports
Vehicles

This category is surprisingly unknown and a successful business at the same time!
In Europe and, I think, in other places in the world people are prepared to spend a lot of money for their
sport and hobby gear.
Electric power delivers superb performance in kart and motor cross sports, even outperforms the
combustion engine counterparts in terms of instant start torque! At the same time, it allows to pursue this
sport in a noise sensitive neighborhood. In kart, scooter style and motor cross range is not an issue!
This category has the potential to supply the entire LEV world with a positive image which is lacking in
other categories where LEV’s are often associated with a disability vehicle application.

Electric Kart
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Example:
Asmo Electric Kart
Price
about 10 000 Euro
Motor Power
9500 W
Top Speed
100 km
Range
8 minutes
Link: http://petrix.dreifels.ch/asmo/index.asp
Michael Schumacher started his career as kart
driver. Today the ASMO electric carts outperforms the
combustion engine counterparts in acceleration and
general performance. And they can be operated in
indoor tracks without expensive venting systems.
ASMO sells complete race track solutions including
quick charging and governing systems.

Electric Kart

EU market info:
Not street legal only to be operated on race tracks.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 300 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 10 000 units

Non Street Legal Scooter
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Example:
Currie Hornet
Price
399 USD/ 325 EUR
Motor Power
350 W
Top Speed
27 km/h
Range
12 km
Link: www.currietech.com
E-scooter racing and trick fun scooting is not yet as
popular in the EU as in the US. But there are already
some freak groups using this kind of vehicle.
Important is an affordable basic but rugged concept
with endless tuning options that allow the user to get
his own exclusive vehicle which has cost in the end
maybe several thousand Euros.

Non Street Legal
Sports&Fun Scooter

EU market info:
Not street legal only to be operated illegally and on
private ground, I expect an acceptance like the
basically illegal MTB by the authorities
Estimated sales 2003 season: 15 000 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 500 000 units

E-Racing Motorcycle
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Example:
Electric GPR
Price
6800 USD / 5540 Euro
Motor Power
10 000 W
Top Speed
104 km/h
Range
30-60 km
Link: www.electricmotorsport.com
The Electric GPR is not yet a practical commuter but a
great toy as most motorcycles are toys purchased by
the consumer in addition to a car. So why not pose
with an electric motorcycle. It is not yet available in
the EU. Such a concept can be successful for races
due to minimal noise, and with lithium battery
technology the performance could be boosted to a
more acceptable range.

E Racing motorcycle

EU market info:
Street legal as a motor cycle, number plate and
helmet
Estimated sales 2003 season: 0 units (not yet
available in the EU)
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 500 units

Fun Sport
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Example:
Blade 04
Price
5492 USD / 4474 Euro
Motor Power
12000 W
Top Speed
45 km/h
Range
30 minutes jumping
Link: www.electricmoto.com
The Blade 04 is a unique vehicle which has an
extreme performance combining the instant electric
torque and extreme bicycle down-hill components.
The bike has often been in good positions in races
against combustion engine motorcycles. The motto
of the company says everything: No sound = more
ground. Preserve your right to ride! It is simple if
there is no noise neighbors of race tracks will not
complain about noise!

ATV Sport

EU market info:
Race track only! But should be possible with
modifications to get it road legal!
Estimated sales 2003 season: 0 units (not jet
available in the EU)
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 2000 units

EATV 4 Wheels
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Example:
Gorilla Vehicle
Price
5890 USD / 4811 EURO
Power
7000 W
Top Speed
33 km/h
Range
35-55 km
Link: www.gorillavehicles.com
The Gorilla vehicle is an electric ATV crossed with a
work horse. Can be used for many purposes. But
first of all it is a fun item! Is not yet for sale in
Europe.

EATV 4 w

EU market info:
I see several options how it could be legal:
motorcycle, car and slow vehicle without a car driver
license need.
Estimated sales 2003 season: 0 units (not jet
available in the EU)
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 6000 units

Big Sit Down Scooter
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Example:
Dolly
Price
35 000 SKR / 3824 Euro
Motor Power
Ca 400 W
Top Speed
ca 15 km/h
Range
10-20 km
Link: www.gapdolly.com
Swedish distributor: www.easygreen.se
This scooter is build for closed areas like golf
places, camping/holiday areas and beach usage.
The unique feature is that the handlebar could be
used as well for pulling the scooter like a hand kart
which follows electrically in walking speed.

Golf Chairs

EU market info:
Only intended for resort usage, not street legal
Estimated sales 2003 season: no numbers are
known to the author
Estimated annual EU sales potential*: 10 000 units

Electric Golf Trolley
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.jucad.de

JuCad
3050 Euro
ca 100W
6 km/h
unknown

This ultra compact and lightweight golf trolley has
two motors hidden in the titanium tube which holds
the wheels. The battery is using Li-Ion technology
and is hidden in the golf bag. This one is an
exclusive design and a quality example of this
special market. Most electric golf trolleys are sold for
about 1000 Euros

Electric Golf Trolleyw

EU market info:
Walking speed legal status as a low speed vehicle.
Estimated sales 2003 season: about 70 000 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
100 000 units

Pure Electric Utility Vehicle
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This category is part of our everyday life. There is almost no warehouse and no supermarket which dos not
offer an electric assisted pallet trolley. Movers use special trolleys with the capability of climbing stairs to
transport heavy goods in buildings without elevator. Small electric tractors remove snow in the morning
from pedestrian areas without waking up the people living around.
Tasks which can only be fulfilled with the help of electric systems.

Pure Electric Utility
Vehilces

Electric Household Robot
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Example: Roomba Robotic FloorVac Pro Elite
Price
399 Euro
Link: www.roomba.de
Electrolux introduced a robot lawn mover of several
years ago. Now three companies are offering robot
vacuum cleaners. I believe that this is only a start
for several other household robots which will be
battery powered. The Roomba is the cheapest the
three available vacuum cleaning robots. The
Electrolux Trilobite costs about 1600 Euro, Kärcher is
selling their RoboCleaner for about 1000 Euros

Electric Houshold robot
EU market info:
No legal status required
Estimated sales 2003 Season: no market
information available
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
Several million units

Electric Lawn Mover
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Example:
Brill Accu ASM 380
Price
350 Euro
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
40 Minutes
Link: www.brill.de
And www.peoplepoweredmachines.com
Brill is offering a wide range of electric lawn movers
and other battery powered garden equipment. The
battery pack is multifunctional and can be used for
powering all the different kinds of garden gear.

Electric Lawn Mover

EU market info:
No legal status required
Estimated sales 2003 Season: no market
information available
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
Several million units

Electric Stairclimbers
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.sano.at

Sano LiftKar
800-2000 Euro
-W
6 km/h
200-300 Stairs

Sano and several other manufacturers offer these
handy stair climbers which help to make the life of
movers and craftsmen a lot easier by getting heavy
equipment up and down stairs. In Europe, lifts are
usually not available in private houses and old
buildings with less than 6 levels which make such a
tool so important.

Electric Transport Kart
EU market info:
No legal status required
Estimated sales 2003 season: no market
information available
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
Several thousand units

Pallet Trucks
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.hyster.com

Hyster
4-8000 Euro
3000 W
9 km/h
depending on workload

There are many companies offering all kinds of sizes
of pallet trucks up to the full sized electric fork lift. In
every supermarket, such an electric pallet truck is
making every-day life much easier.

Electric Palettenhubwagen
EU market info:
No legal status required
Estimated sales 2003 Season: no market
information available
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
Several million units

Electric Wheelbarrow
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Example:
CargoMaxx
Price
90l 391 449 Euro
Motor Power
155 W
Top Speed
3 km/h
Range
ca 5 h work time
Link: www.cargomaxx.de
For several years, the German company CargoMaxx
has been selling electric assisted wheelbarrows very
successfully. There are some other players in the
market as well, including gas powered wheelbarrows
which are not as practical as the electric versions
that are always ready to go! I expect a wide variety in
the market in the near future.

ElectricWheelbarrow

EU market info:
No legal status required
Estimated sales 2003 Season: about 10 000 units
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
100 000 units

Electric Tractors
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Example:
Price
Motor Power
Top Speed
Range
Link: www.deere.de

John Deer EGator
7699 USD / 6272 Euro
3800 W
26 km/h
-

In the 70’s, General Electric started this market with
the Elec-Track, an electric tractor. Since that time, the
electric vehicle for gardening, moving snow with an
electric drive has gained popularity due to the
noiseless operation - this is always appreciated in
living environments like gardens or during the early
morning snow removal in a apartment building
complex.

Electric Traktor

EU market info:
Depending on the speed different legal status are
possible
Estimated sales 2003 Season: no market
information available
Estimated annual EU sales potential*:
Several thousand units
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target is 35% share of all transportation movements
urban quality o life
influence on health
parking and financing of micro mobility
mixed journeys with public transportation
economic significance

Title

quality of infrastructure
savings of energy and shift to sustainable sources
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currently the bicycle has already a high percentage
of usage in several European cities. The
Netherlands town Groningen has already a 50%
share of bicycle usage for all trips!
Several bicycle organizations have requested at
the World-Mobility-Forum hold at Stuttgart/
Germany in February 05 that the target should be
to reach a 25% share of the bicycle. I think the
LEV Industry should aim for adding to this 25% a
10% share of LEV transportation in the next 10
years.
In several Chinese cities this target should be
already achieved easily if you count the vehicles
on the road.
In Europe the 50% of all motorized trips are less
that 5 km and 30% are less that 2 km. In cycle
friendly countries like in the netherlands the
bicycle has the highest share in trips up to 7 km.
Half of the worlds population lives in cities. The
majority of the worlds population living in cities is
poor or very poor not able to afford even a bicycle.

urban quality of life

Only walking, cycling and LEV’s in combination with public transportation makes is possible to allow
fast and efficient transportation in dense city areas. A car optimized city needs much more space due
to the footprint of the car and the need for parking spaces everywhere as well the pure road needs to
be much bigger compared to the same traffic density in walking, cycling and for example a bus.
An example: London 1909: average speed of horse and cart 7mph = 11,2 km/h compared to London
1999: average speed of motorists 6 mph = 9,6 km/h
No wonder that 67% of the Lodon population says that they would cycle more frequently if the
infrastructure were to be improved.
If cars are banned in cities exhaused emissions as well as noise emmisions would be drastically
reduced and enhance the health of the city population. A government study in the Netherlands show
that one of every three adult Dutsch citicens (about 3,7 million people) is seriouse bothered by the
noise of motorized traffic. 1,5 million people are regulary unable to get sleep because traffic noise.
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influence on health
Cycling and using a pedelec is the most effective way of staying healthy. The
number of people with health problems caused by incorrect diet or too little
exercise is achieving epidemic proportions. Within a foreseeable future, obesity
will be the most common cause of death. Cycling for 30 minutes a day reduces
the chance of cardiovascular diseases and diabetes by 50%. Cycling comes
top in fitness chart, on the road or on a home trainer.
number of overweight and obese people worldwide to 1.7 billion.
The human body is not designed to sit the whole day in a chair in front of a
computer, TV or a windscreen of a car. The result is that in the USA, Europe
and more and more as well in Asian countries overweight becomes a normal
phenomena.
That is why it is important for the health that a daily commute is done by
walking or cycling from a early age. Constant cyclists have a health which is
typical for a person without this daily work out of 10 years younger age.
Only 5% of the physical exercise of the Dutch citizens consists of sport (SCP
and TNO studies). Walking and cycling make a more substantial contribution to
the physical exercise in daily life, like cycling to school or work and doing the
shopping by bike.
The pedelec allows to get some exercise without being exhausted as well to
reduce the inner resistance to use the bike for longer commutes as well as in
hilly areas and in occasions where the weared dress should not be sucked with
sweat at the arrival at the destination.
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positive side effects of muscle-electric vehicles:
muscle electric vehicle have proven to reduce the hesitation to use the own
muscle power again since they warranty that a hill and other obstacles can be
smovened out.
Kurt Schär of Biketech will report in his lecture about the success story of
tourism on pedelecs.
Deutsche Post AG which has a fleet of 6000 postal electric bikes has figured
that the bike riders are the most healthy group of their employees. Thanks to
the electric assist the workers are not to exhausted but they have a continuous
fitness program on a healthy level.
The muscle electric drive system for wheelchairs offered by the the German
drive unit maker Alber allows handicapped people to get assistance to their
muscle powered wheelchair as they want, but they can not move on electric
power only.
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parking and financing
Many people are reluctant to purchase or use a bicycle because they fear it will
be stolen. This makes it very important to create bicycle parking facilities in
residential environment and at the destinations (like marketplaces, health
centers, places of employment, public transport stops and railway stations).
There are numerous good examples around the world how bicycle parking
should be handled properly. Mainly in The Netherlands, Germany and Japan
such examples can be found. In Japan especially systems with included
pedelec charging functions have been build in several cities.
Developing countries need to devote attention to a good price/quality ratio and
credit system that allows people to purchase a bicycle. For a awful lot of
people, a bicycle represents a big investment, but one that also has a big
return.
District nurses in South Africa were able to increase the number of visits per
day from 8 to 17, woman in Uganda were able to increase their income by 25%
and gained two hours per day thanks to the bicycle.
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mixed journeys with public transportation
Urban development in China is undergoing a transition from compact cities
with mixed land use to mono-functional urban sprawl. The commuting
distances between home and work are often too great to cycle.
The explosive growth of of motorized traffic has been at the expense of cycling
mobility, even tough this form of transport continues to be spatially and
economically functional. The sprawl translates into fragmented accessibility of
new districts: a small number of roads and public transport lines to serve a
large catchment area at a high cost.
In countries like Japan and The Netherlands, the answer to this problem has
been found in the bicycle/train chain mobility model. Public transport stations
have been equipped with bicycle parks and are connected to networks of
cycling routes in the catchment area. With a share of 30-50% of the cycling in
initial stage of transport, the reach and commercial basis of capital-intensive
mass transit can be increased enormously.
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economic significance
What is micro mobility worth? This is a relevant question in China, where
cycling and E-Bikes remains the principal form of mobility. If children in the
Netherlands were no longer able to cycle to school, for example the costs of
operating the bus system would increase by 1 billion Euro per year. The same
applies to a city with 1 million inhabitants with a 10% share of cycling in the
modal split. And it does not take into account the implications for the economy
(fuel imports), environment (emissions), and space!
Protection of cycling use is of high economic significance.
Investment into cycling produce a very high return. This is evident from studies
that focus on construction and usage costs and the economic values of time,
safety and environment.
The cost/benefit ratio of the implementation of the Bicycle Master Plan in
Bogota, Colombia, was 1:7,3. The costs and benefits were extrapolated over a
period of 10 Years.
The assumption was that daily use of the bicycle in
the city would increase from 0,5% in 1999 to 5% in
2009. By 2004 the 4% milestone had already
reached. Most economic gains come from improved
traffic safety. The second cost-saving is on parking
space, followed by a reduction of the cost per
person per journey and less environmental damage.
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quality of infrastructure
Integration of micro mobility requires political support and a systematic
approach. A vision of the significance of cycling must be combined with
measures that fit into the local context. Institutionalization is achievable
through guidance, regulation, planning and design guidelines, research and
data collection/dissemination and the coordination of activities.
The existence of cycling facilities of sufficient quality is crucially important to
increasing the use made of bicycles. The Dutch design manual for bicyclefriendly infrastructure, “sign up for the bike” introduced five main requirements
for bikeway design. These requirements aim to offer cyclists and similar micro
mobility like pedelecs and slow electric scooters the best possible facilities.
1 Safety: Facilities should make micro mobility as safe as possible
2 Coherence: The routes should form a coherent network and have a
consistent design
3 Directness: the routes should offer a direct and fast way for micro mobility
4 Attractiveness: It should be attractive and pleasant to use the micro mobility
facilities
5 Comfort: It should be comfortable to use the micro mobility infrastructure
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savings of energy and shift to sustainable sources
The metal crisis has shown us
that all demand forecast experts
have been extremely wrong.
Similar mistakes should be
expected for the demand and the
resources of fossil energy as well
as atomic power.
on the right hand side a graph of
the energy consumption of
Europe an the scenario on how to
completely move to sustainable
energy sources until 2050.
The traffic has a important role to
play. Electric and Fuel cell
powered cars are not a solution
since the energy needed to build
a car are still significant.
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Energy saving based on
ecological tax incentives,
higher efficient technologies
and solar architecture

Coal

Fossil Oil

Atomic Power

Wind Energy
Fossil gas

Water power
Solar Energy
Bio material

Renewable Energy Law

3 - Technological trends and needs
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important steps in lithium battery technology
performance and availability but still issue of safety!

Title
drive technology which combines high torque, compact
design and light weight with a high efficiency
need of standardized communication language for the
reduction of development times and costs as well to
make easy failure and warranty analysis possible

Battery technology
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I have brought two samples of battery packs which symbolize for me the
generation change which is killing the toxic Ni-Cd battery’s right for existence
after many years of good service. NiMhd Batteries will still play a important role
for many years.
One battery pack is the famous 5 Ah NiCd KR 5000 D size cell of Sanyo and the
other pack is the Sony 18650 1,6 Ah Lithium-Ionen cell packed as a 7S 3P
configuration.
The costs of both packs are similar and the volume and weight of the Lithium
cells is generally one third of the Sanyo NiCd. Following the Takeshita battery
report the lithium battery costs calculated per Wh will be even lower in the near
future than NiCd if you take a 18650 cell.
The BatteryTest.org project of ExtraEnergy and Deutsche Post AG will help the
LEV world with orientation in the jungle of established and upcoming battery
technologies.

Technology

Safety Test Laboratory of ExtraEnergy.org

Technology
Since several accidents with fires caused by unsafe lithium batteries have happened
ExtraEnergy has developed in cooperation with ITRI, ZSW and Uni-Graz a safety standard
and a laboratory which is optimized for these tests.
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Safety Test on Pack level
Abnormal charging
The empty Battery pack will be charged through the direct cable set
which is bypassing the safety circuit with C1 A (if the Battery has 10
Ah it will be charged with 10 A) for five hours. The voltage will go up
to 1,5xU (the system voltage times 1,5 / the test voltage is 24V x
1,5 = 36V).
Short circuit
The test is executed in two stages. First the standard connector will
be used which is routed usually through external current limiting
devices. If the battery pack does not suffer any damage due to a well
functioning protection device the test will be repeated by using the
direct cable link to the battery terminal. The test is finished after the
current gets almost zero and the cell temperature gets below 45°C.
Crush test with edgeless object cylinder
The test will be carried out at room temperature for the battery pack
fully charged perpendicular to the longest axis of the pack. Maximum
deformation force will be limited to 10 tons. The deformation will be
realised by the slow intrusion of the cylinder by means of a hydraulic
press.
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Drive technologies
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Wanted: Drive technology which combines high torque, compact/robust design and light
weight with a high efficiency!
Currently there is no drive unit on the market which fits to the above description.
Sometimes the direct drives are not powerful enough and the other time they are at least to
heavy.
The SwizzBee drive unit is combining the light weight and high torque parameters the best.
But the design is not compact/robust as required for high sales volume!
Frank Möller of DriveTec UK has presented a unique solution to fulfill all the initial requests.
He will present his drive unit which has aspects of the SwizzBee and the Toyota Prius drive
train in a new combination.
Please learn more in the Lecture from Frank Möller directly.

Design

Need of a standardized communication language.
Display

Crank
Shaft
Torque
Sensor

Throttle
Power
switch

Service adapter
USB / serial
On Board
Energy supply
6 V / 12 V

BMS
Battery Management System

Motor

MC

BC

Cooperation

Motor Controller
& Quick Connect

Battery Controller
& Battery Box

Lithium-Ion
extension
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Charger

PC

Light
Cell phone
& other
external
devices

Energy
Source
12 V DC
24 V DC
110 V AC
220 V AC

Battery
need of standardized communication language for the reduction of development times and
costs as well to make easy failure and warranty analysis possible

Thank You very much!

For more Informations and updates please visit
www.ExtraEnergy.org
You are welcome to contact me at
neupert@extraenergy.org
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